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Starter activity  Idea #1 – can you create/act out your favourite animals? 
Idea #2 - Where did it go? 
Purpose: To explore the concept of believing something when you can’t see it for yourself. 
Gear - A coin and three cups 
Explain that they have to discover which cup the coin is under. Place the coin under a cup. Ask 
‘Where is it?’ When the children know which cup it is under, start to mix up the cups, back and 
forth, quicker and quicker so the children must watch carefully to follow the coin. Ask your 
child to pick where it went. Ask ‘How did you know it was there?’ Play a few more times.  

Introduce Noah  Today we will be learning about Noah – what do you know about him already? Why do you 
think he is in the Bible? Introduce the idea that he had faith and acted in faith. 

Read the Bible story  Genesis chapter 6 to chapter 9 verse 7, you may have your own Bible version or follow this link 
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=genesis+6-9%3A7&version=CEV  

Noah cards Can you put the Noah cards in order to re-tell the story? 

Questions  Why did Noah build the boat? What would people around him have thought? What makes 
Noah ordinary? (He was a humble man with a family). What makes Noah extraordinary? (He 
had 
faith in God). What makes us ordinary? What can make us extraordinary? (We can have faith in 
God like Noah did). 

Craft  Picture Portrait – this will go into your gallery! 
Can you give Noah a cotton wool beard? Glue fabric on his clothes? Draw a cage with a bird 
inside, include Noah’s tools, draw a rainbow, create a dove in the sky (can you use feathers?), 
glue on sticks to resemble wood on the boat, can you pick up any twigs from outside? Can you 
find any animals in magazines, cut them out and glue them on? 

Memory verse Faith makes us sure of what we hope for and 
gives us proof of what we cannot see. 
Hebrews 11 v 1 (CEV) 

Why not set up a corner of a room to use as your church! You’ll just need a few 
chairs, song books (or song iPad – YouTube do great children’s worship with 
lyrics!), Bible and whatever else you think you may need for your church to run. 

Over the next few weeks we will be creating our own “Blast from 
the past” art gallery! Each week you will learn about a Bible hero 
and then you can draw or mould or paint (or pipe clean stick man) 
the hero and put it into your gallery! Don’t forget to collect fun 
facts! 

Art Gallery 
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Cut out the Noah cards and fold the numbers behind the 
card. Mix up the cards and see if you can put them back in 

order again. 



Craft 

Draw a portrait of Noah – can you use different materials to bring him to life? You can use the colour in sheet below as 
inspiration. Can you add lots of your favourite animals in Noah’s ark?  

 


